Determination of kinetic and thermodynamic parameters of surface confined species through ac voltammetry and a nonstationary signal processing technique: the Hilbert transform.
Data analysis of voltammetric responses has usually been done through application of the fast Fourier transform although it is widely accepted that electrochemical signals are intrinsically nonlinear and nonstationary. In this work, we present a time-series analysis based on the Hilbert transform (HT), a nonstationary signal processing technique, as an alternative tool that can overcome many of the difficulties associated with Fourier techniques. We use the HT to study the behavior of thin-film processes when the excitation perturbation is ac voltammetry. From the analysis of simulated data, we propose simple relations that enable species-specific kinetic and thermodynamic parameters to be estimated, without prior utilization of baseline subtraction even when double layer capacitance significantly influences the current response. We also propose a method to determine whether the characteristics of the applied voltage perturbation are adequate for the accurate estimation of these parameters. The methodology developed here will be applied to previously published experimental time series data (Guo, S. X.; Zhang, J.; Elton, D. M.; Bond, A. M. Anal. Chem. 2004, 76, 166-177.) obtained with ac voltammetry to show how a number of physical parameters can be directly extracted from the processed data.